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Solutions for ‘Difficult To Track’ Items 

Superior Barcode Labels for Textiles 

IPC-Tags, Ltd. 

For assistance with your particular needs contact us: 

Phone:  817-714-8400 or e-mail Debbie@ipc-tags.com 

  IPC-Tags offers two solutions:   
  1) Easy Peel & Stick Labels in a variety of sizes to help you track non-textile items.   
  2) For textile items to which barcodes cannot be applied directly, we offer fabric label 

 solutions that can be sewn into garments like manufacturers’ or wash-care tags.   

Jewelry items can easily be tracked by taking 
a photograph of the item and placing it in a 

plastic bag with the jewelry.  A peel & stick 

barcode label can then be placed on the out-

side of the bag for easy tracking. 

For fragile fabrics that cannot be placed on a 
heat seal machine, a label can be applied to a 

sturdier fabric and then sewn into the item to be 

tracked.  This example shows barcode labels 

applied to a variety of fabric labels that can be 
sewn in next to or under manufacturers’ tags or 

hidden in shoulder seams. 
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Shoes and handbags can be easily tracked using peel & stick labels.  Labels 
should be placed in the arch area of the shoe when possible.  Other locations 

might include shoe straps or under the tongue of the shoe.  Some handbags may 

have linings that can be separated while a barcode label is heat sealed to it.   The 

peel & stick label can also be used. 

Belts are another accessory item that can be 
easily tracked using our label.  Our peel & 

stick barcode labels may be placed near the 

belt buckle, or for fabric belts, our standard 

barcode can be heat sealed onto the fabric. 

Remember, to reduce scanning time in and out of your facility,  
be consistent in the placement of the label within item groups. 

     Do you have items that are difficult to track through your inventory system? 


